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The full list of links in the below table includes: Print
Package Publish Package Online Services Creative
Suite 6 Download Links Photoshop Illustrator Bridge
InDesign Compatibility Layer Packs The content on this
page is geared towards Photoshop CS6 users who
want to download the Dutch language for it, but the
table of links below, which is adapted from Adobes
own website, should work just fine for Photoshop CS5,
InDesign CS5.5, and InDesign CS5 users as well! Its
pretty easy to use. The application has a menu you
can access with the option key. The letter represents a
letter. You can then select the language from there. It
might require to search a directory first. Your local
installation will override any settings in the program.
For example, I have the Adobe Creative Suite 6
installed (English version), but the original package I
downloaded was from German. Even when I use the
English language, sometimes an action made in
English is not under English, because my English
version of Photoshop is set to german. For that, you
have to delete the old version, and install the new one.
Then you have to switch your settings. I assume the
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same problem exists for the other package versions.
For Mac, follow the instructions in the notes on this
post. For Windows, its even simpler, and the steps are
on that post. So for the stupid times when you dont
want to change your system settings, you can use an
installer that enables you to select a language from
the settings instead of switching it on and off. The first
link below is the english installer. The other links are
the Dutch language pack. On first start, you can press
F1 to open the help file.
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Best software ever!!!! I have a torrenting problem
when I want to download a second program at a time
and up to 5. I find it very hard to wait for 5 programs

and at the same time download the five ISO. Then
during the installation the Internet connection is down!

This should be made easy! I must move on back to
CS5.0 and stay forever! Hi guys, i can't download
some language packs, cause someplace it's said

"we're not allowed to do this" even though i'm admin. I
know this is a bit off topic, and most of you who

already downloaded packs are probably aware of this.
Still, i'd like to share, cause there's nothing i can do

about it. I checked all websites listed here (and many
more), and i found out its impossible to download

them the way they were intended to be downloaded. I
mean, can anybody confirm this? It is somewhat

discombobulated that you need to buy the 'Current
License' but the instructions are not entirely clear.

Adobe needs to stop doing the 'trick' where you have
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to buy something before you can use it. Unfortunately
the instructions include trying to buy 'the current

License' and download it to a folder on the Mac - and
the process fails. Your instructions work perfectly and

both of our CS6 installs went swimmingly. The only
issue is that the GUI is in English and the GUIs for

several modules are in Dutch. This is a known problem
- the Dutch language pack is not available for CS6 due

to translation issues. This is pure speculation, but it
would appear that the Dutch translation team for CS6

has not been created or hired yet. 5ec8ef588b
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